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Abstract—The paper deals with reverberation chambers for
over-the-air (OTA) testing of wireless devices for use in multipath.
We present a formulation of the -parameters of a reverberation chamber in terms of the free space -parameters of the
antennas, and the channel matrix in the way this is known from
propagation literature. Thereby the physical relations between
the chamber and real-life multipath environments are more
easily explained. Thereafter we use the formulation to determine
the uncertainty by which efficiency-related quantities can be
measured in reverberation chamber. The final expression shows
that the uncertainty is predominantly determined by the Rician
-factor in the reverberation chamber rather than by the number
of excited modes, assumed by previous literature. We introduce an
average Rician -factor that is conveniently expressed in terms
of the direct coupling between the transmitting and receiving
antennas (corresponding to a line-of-sight contribution) and
Hill’s transmission formula (corresponding to a multipath or
non-line-of-sight contribution). The uncertainty is expressed in
terms of this average -factor and geometrical mode stirring parameters, showing strong reduction by platform and polarization
stirring. Finally the formulations are verified by measurements,
and the new understanding of uncertainty is used to upgrade an
existing reverberation chamber to better uncertainty.
Index Terms—Antenna measurements, Rayleigh fading, reverberation chamber, Rician -factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE reverberation chamber is a shielded room having
metallic, electromagnetically reflective walls. When a
radiating antenna is located inside the chamber, it will excite some of the cavity modes that have resonances near the
frequency of radiation [1], [2]. These modes interfere locally
with each other and result in a statistical spatial distribution of
maximum and minimum field amplitudes (i.e., hot and cold
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spots) throughout the chamber. When a receiving antenna is
located inside this environment, the induced voltage at its port
takes on an arbitrary value as well. However, the maxima and
minima of the induced voltage will generally not coincide with
the maxima and minima of a specific field component in the
chamber (unless the antenna is a linearly polarized probe). The
maxima and minima will depend on the location and orientation
of the antennas inside the chamber, and also on their polarizations and far field radiation functions [3]. The induced voltage
at the antenna port will change when mechanical objects inside
the chamber are moving, in continuous or stepwise manner
– referred to as mechanical mode stirring. Then, the induced
voltage will experience similar statistical maxima and minima
variations as when the antenna moves to different positions and
orientations, i.e., fading. This variation of the induced voltage
makes it possible to use reverberation chambers for testing of
antennas and wireless devices subject to fading. Such testing
in realistic fading environments is now commonly referred to
as OTA (over-the-air) testing, in contrast to the conductive
tests that were done previously, i.e., by connecting cables
directly between the test instrument and the receiver input
on the wireless terminal. The purpose of the present paper is
to describe and characterize the reverberation chamber as a
statistical fading emulator for testing of antennas and wireless
devices, and in particular when the antennas and devices make
use of antenna diversity and MIMO (multiple input multiple
output) multiport technology.
For an electrically large reverberation chamber there will be
many excited modes at the frequency of operation. For such
case, during mechanical mode stirring, it was theoretically
claimed and experimentally verified in [4] that the real and
imaginary parts of the rectangular components of the electric
and magnetic fields throughout the chamber are independently
Gaussian distributed, with identical variances. This is also the
result of interference of the spectrum of the large number of
independent plane waves present in the reverberation chamber
[3]. These plane waves can readily also be expressed from
an expansion of the excited cavity modes inside the chamber;
there are actually eight plane waves per mode excited [5]. The
induced voltages at the port of a receiving antenna located
inside the reverberation chamber will be a linear combination
of such plane waves weighted by the far field function of the antenna, and therefore the real and imaginary parts of the induced
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voltages at the ports of the receiving antenna will be Gaussian
distributed as well, i.e., complex Gaussian distribution of the
complex induced voltage. The complex Gaussian distribution
can be regarded as a result of the central limit theory [4],
provided there are enough excited modes and plane waves with
arbitrary independent amplitudes, polarizations and phases.
This complex Gaussian distribution is in turn known to result
in a Rayleigh distributed absolute value of the induced voltage,
i.e., Rayleigh fading, and the received power is correspondingly
exponentially distributed, all according to classical theory of
statistics. However, it has been observed in many practical
measurement setups that there also exists an unstirred constant
field component, that is not affected by the mode stirring [6],
and this has been used to propose the generation of a controlled
Rician fading distribution [7] for advanced testing capability.
The present paper will provide a complete and compact description of the complex wireless channel through the chamber,
including both the stirred complex Gaussian component and the
unstirred component, in terms of the free space -parameters of
the transmit and receive antennas and the chamber geometry.
The reverberation chamber was traditionally used for EMC
testing of radiated emissions and susceptibility [8]. However,
we can use the reverberation chamber to emulate a fading environment for repeatable tests of electronic devices with small
antennas, such as cell phones and other wireless terminals for
use in such fading environments, as first demonstrated in [9] and
overviewed in general terms in [10]. The reverberation chamber
represents (to first order and if it is large enough) a so-called
rich isotropic multipath environment where the angles of arrivals (AoA) of the excited plane waves are distributed uniformly over the whole surrounding unit sphere [3], [5]. This
makes the chamber particularly well suited for test purposes because classical efficiency-related quantities such as antenna radiation efficiency and total radiated power of active devices can
be measured with good accuracy, and in addition we can achieve
repeatable measurements of diversity gain and maximum available capacity of multiport antenna systems with MIMO capability [11]–[13], as well as receiver sensitivities in terms of bit
error rates (BER) and related quantities of wireless terminals
during reception [14]–[16], and throughput data rate of complete wireless systems [17].
The anechoic chamber is the traditional “free-space-type”
reference environment for measuring directive gain and sidelobes of antennas designed for line-of-sight (LOS) systems,
whereas the reverberation chamber has become a rich isotropic
multipath reference environment for characterizing antennas
for use in environments with fading [18]. The purpose of
the present paper is to derive simple new -parameter-based
formulas for the reverberation chamber to provide a better
explanation than formulations given before of its fundamental
characteristics for testing of wireless devices including measurement uncertainty. The formulation includes the average
mode bandwidth that is equal to the coherence bandwidth of
the channel (if properly defined), and the inverse of the time
delay spread [19]. These quantities were also measured in [20].
The first expression for the measurement uncertainty of the
reverberation chamber for testing of efficiency-related quantities was published in [4], stating that the standard deviation is

inversely proportional to the square root of the number of independent samples in the chamber. This should improve with
frequency, because the mode density and plane wave density
increase with frequency squared, see e.g., [21], but this dependence is not observed in practice. Therefore, the present paper
introduces a new uncertainty theory for reverberation chambers,
where the main source of error is the unstirred component of the
induced voltage, i.e., a direct coupling between the transmitting
and receiving antenna not affected by the mode stirring. The
formulation also includes how to reduce this unstirred component; by using a rotating platform (platform stirring) or several
chamber antennas (polarization stirring). These stirring methods
were introduced already in [9] and [22], respectively, to improve
uncertainty in small reverberation chambers, and in the present
paper we are able to properly explain in which way they actually work. The new uncertainty theory was already summarily
presented in [23], whereas the present paper also provides an example where the new theory can explain how it was possible to
improve the uncertainty of a given small reverberation chamber.
The reverberation chamber has also other applications than
those described above, such as e.g., material characterization
[24].
The paper will first describe the new -parameter formulation of the chamber, and describe its relation to measurements in
real-life environments. This formulation includes Hill’s impressive power transmission formula [25] for reverberation chambers, as well as the traditional Friis’ transmission formula for
free space. Hill’s transmission formula is also modified to provide a description of the complex chamber reflection coefficient
at the ports of the antennas of the chamber, which has not been
published before. Thereafter, the new uncertainty model is derived, and it is applied to improve an existing reverberation
chamber.
II. DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL REVERBERATION CHAMBER
FOR OTA TESTING OF WIRELESS DEVICES
The present theoretical models have mainly been developed
to fit the reverberation chambers shown in Fig. 1. These are
the Bluetest HP reverberation chamber and the improved
Bluetest Reverberation Test System RTS60, both having a
size of 1.8 m 1.7 m 1.2 m. The chamber has a shielding
isolation of 100 dB to be able to perform receiver sensitivity
measurements without disturbances from exterior wireless
devices like mobile phones.
The modes excited inside this chamber can to the first order
be approximated by the modes of the clean ideal rectangular
cavity itself. Then, the modes combine in such a way that the
boundary conditions of the total fields become zero at additional
metal objects inside the chamber (such as the two mechanical
plate-shaped mode stirrers), and are otherwise satisfied at objects of other types of materials, such as a head phantom, the
antennas and the device under test (DUT). The satisfaction of
the boundary conditions may not be possible with the original
modes, so that new perturbed modes are formed in the actual
non-ideal rectangular cavity with all stirrers and objects present.
These modes have slightly different resonance frequencies than
the original clean ideal cavity modes. When the mechanical stirrers move, the resonance frequencies of these new modes may
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Fig. 1. Drawing (upper) of Bluetest HP reverberation chamber, and photo
(lower) of the improved Bluetest RTS60 system (www.bluetest.se).

change, and they recombine in different ways, thereby creating
the complex Gaussian field distribution.
The most common mechanical mode stirrer is an arbitrarily
shaped metallic rotating paddle. Such rotating paddle is designed to be nonsymmetrical, and can stir at a continuous rate
or in stepwise manner, referred to as continuous and stepped
mode stirring, respectively. In the latter case the paddle stops at
predetermined positions for each measurement. In the Bluetest
chambers the mechanical mode stirrers has the form of two
metal plates that are moved along two orthogonal walls. Both
plates are flat and with rectangular shape, except for the fact
that the outer 20 mm on each side of their cross section is bend
90 degrees with respect to the rest of the surface of the plate to
provide stiffness. For the HP chamber one plate is 30 cm 160
cm and is located vertically and moved 140 cm horizontally
along the back wall, and the other is 88 cm 30 cm in size
and is located horizontally and moved 145 cm vertically along
the right wall, both as shown in the drawing in Fig. 1. In the
RTS chamber the second plate is the same whereas the first
one is replaced by a 97 cm 40 cm sized plate that is located
horizontally along the roof and moved 125 cm along the roof.
Thereby, the plates cover two large and “orthogonal” volumes,
each of them almost equal to the area of the associated wall
multiplied with the width of the plates, without occupying any
space in the central part of the chamber where the DUT is
located. Both these plates can be moved continuously (often
referred to as fast mode), or stepwise. The plates can be run
in different sequences relative to each other, but in the present
paper they only run simultaneously and step-wisely from one
end to the other, except for the additional measurements with
continuous movements in the two last graphs in Fig. 9.

Another method of mode stirring relies on varying the position and/or orientation of either the transmitting or receiving
antenna inside the chamber, or both. This can be achieved by
placing one of the antennas on a controlled platform such as
a turntable (either in continuous or stepped mode) or by manually changing the position and orientation of the antenna between each measurement. This is called platform,[9] and position stirring, respectively. These methods will also change the
field boundary conditions inside the chamber in the same way
as the mechanical plate stirrers do, although the main effect of
these stirring methods is the change of positions and orientations of the antenna so that it receives the given waves in the
chamber with different phases and amplitudes via a movement
and rotation of its far field function. Thereby, the waves recombine in completely different ways when the position and orientation of the antenna is changed, and create the complex Gaussian
distribution of the received voltage. A variant of position stirring was used in the theoretical study in [26] based on using
the computer code in [27], where the Green’s function of the
cavity is described in terms of clean ideal cavity modes. The position stirring was then done by moving the transmitting and receiving small antennas around in different positions in the whole
chamber volume, except too close to the walls and to each other.
A third method of perturbing the modes is by means of a
multi-probe system, i.e., by means of an array of antennas positioned across the chamber, preferably wall-mounted to save
space. In such setup, each antenna is employed one after the
other, resulting in as many different independent samples of
the transfer function as there are antennas. This method speeds
up measurement time if electronic switching between the antennas is employed. It complicates that every antenna has its
own mismatch factor for which the average power transfer function has to be compensated. The multi-probe system consists
in the Bluetest HP chamber of three orthogonal wall-located
chamber antennas and is referred to as polarization stirring [22],
because it can be used to obtain polarization balance in the
chamber, i.e., so that the average power transfer function of a
simple dipole antenna become the same independently of how
it is oriented. In the Bluetest RTS chambers the three chamber
antennas are located on three orthogonal walls of a cube located
behind a 99 cm tall and 2 50 cm wide metal shield shaped like
a metal corner standing on the floor of the chamber.
These different stirring methods are in the Bluetest chambers
combined to improve uncertainty.
The Bluetest chamber can also be loaded with absorbing
objects to control the average mode bandwidth (defined in
Section III) and thereby the coherence bandwidth and time
delay spread in the chamber, as shown in Table I and described
in [19]. The coherence bandwidth is equal to the average mode
bandwidth in the chamber, when the former is defined as the
half-bandwidth at which the complex correlation function has a
value of
, and the time delay spread is given by (27).
For more details and description of the loads, see [19].
III. THEORY OF -PARAMETERS MEASURED
REVERBERATION CHAMBER

IN

The measurement setup for calibration and passive efficiency
and MIMO antenna measurements is shown in Fig. 2. This
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TABLE I
APPROXIMATE COHERENCE BANDWIDTHS AND TIME DELAY SPREADS FOR
DIFFERENT LOADINGS OF THE REVERBERATION CHAMBER IN FIG. 1 OVER THE
FREQUENCY RANGE 1.2 – 2.7 GHz

Fig. 3. Definition of -parameters of two antennas in a reverberation chamber
(left), and illustration of deterministic and random contributions to them (right).
The random contribution is a result of the mode stirring.

The latter
is a random wireless channel contribution resulting from the mode stirring and can be considered to be the
same as the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) multipath contributions
in real-life environments. If the number of independent values
of
is large enough, it will have a complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean as explained in the introduction. Therefore, it is possible to determine
by complex averaging of the
measured
over all
stirrer positions, as shown in [28], i.e.,
(2)

Fig. 2. Illustration of reverberation chamber with measurement setup for calibration and measurement of MIMO antenna. This reverberation chamber is
provided with two mechanical plate stirrers, platform stirring and polarization
stirring. The latter are three wall-mounted chamber antennas, and one calibration/reference antenna located at the rotate-able platform.

gives the -parameters between ports 1 and 2 of the vector
network analyzer (VNA). We will in the following assume
that the measurement setup is calibrated in such a way that
the complex -parameters are referred to the actual ports of
the three chamber antennas A, B and C used for polarization
(multi-probe) stirring, and the reference antenna F. We will
for simplicity here only give the -parameters between two
antennas in the chamber, but the equations are readily extended
to multi-port case by standard approaches.
We can physically argue that
of an antenna in the chamber
must consist of two contributions; one contribution being the
from the antenna itself as if it was located in free space, and
another “channel-type” contribution
from the chamber (see
Fig. 3), i.e.,
(1)
The former
contribution is deterministic and can be referred to as the LOS contribution, although it may also be effected by a wall of the chamber if the antenna is located at or
close to this wall or pointing towards it, or even by several walls
if the antenna is pointing into a corner between two or three
walls. Therefore, we may need to interpret the “free space” as
all the “other” walls being removed except the closer one(s).

where
is a compact way of writing the average of
. We
will use this notation throughout the paper. Similarly, we can
find
of the other antenna connected to port 2 of the VNA.
We can argue in the same way that
, i.e., the voltage at port
2 resulting from a source at port 1, must consist of two combined
wireless channel contributions (Fig. 3), one deterministic
being the same as in free space, and another statistic contribution
coming from the chamber, i.e.,
(3)
The deterministic part can be estimated by complex averaging
over all stirring positions , in the same way as for
,
of
by the formula
(4)
This is not possible when polarization (i.e., multi-probe), position or platform stirring is employed, because in these cases
the “free space” direct coupling will vary during stirring. However, we will later in Section V.C introduce an average Rician
-factor that can be used to deal with this.
We will in (5), (6) and (8) give expressions for
and the expected power averages of the statistical channels
and
,
respectively.
A. Friis’ Transmission Formula for the Deterministic Direct
Coupling = LOS Contribution
We would like the reverberation chamber to provide an
isotropic environment, in order to make the measured results
independent of orientation of the reference antenna and DUT.
Therefore, we would like the direct coupling in (3) to be as
low as possible. The direct coupling follows the well-known
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classical free-space transmission formula, also known as Friis’
transmission formula, i.e.,
(5)
where is the distance from the chamber antenna to the reference antenna (or the DUT) inside the chamber, is the wavelength, and
and
are the realized gains of the chamber antenna and reference antenna (or DUT), respectively, in the direction of each other. To minimize this contribution, the main lobes
of the antennas should not point towards each other. Polarization
stirring and platform stirring are also very effective in reducing
direct coupling, because the direction of the chamber antenna or
the DUT, respectively, will be different for each stirrer position,
thereby removing the effect of
by “stirring” it. (Note that
in average
is also proportional to efficiency. Therefore,
the LOS contribution can also be used to measure efficiency related quantities, provided we have enough platform positions
and chamber antennas, so that the directions of incidence on the
AUT/DUT covers the whole unit sphere. The extreme case is an
anechoic chamber for which we only have direct coupling, and
efficiency can be measured by averaging over all directions in
space). Direct coupling, together with loading of the chamber,
can be used to obtain a controlled Rician distribution for test
purposes, as proposed in [7].
From the discussion in the previous subsection, it is clear that
the reverberation chamber provides Rayleigh fading if the direct coupling is reduced to the point that it is negligible compared to the chamber’s random contribution to
. This reduction can be achieved by platform stirring, or by using chamber
antennas that display a null in the direction of the AUT/DUT.
In [5] it was shown that each mode in a rectangular cavity can
be expressed as eight plane waves, and that the directions of
arrival of these plane waves are uniformly distributed over the
unit sphere if there are enough modes excited. Therefore, the reverberation chamber represents an isotropic multipath environment, provided the LOS component is small enough. The rich
isotropic environment enables accurate measurements of quantities like radiated power and efficiency [10].
B. Hill’s Transmission Formula for the Statistic Chamber
Contribution = NLOS Contribution
The transmission between two antennas in free space follows
Friis’ transmission formula (5). The corresponding formula for
transmission between two antennas located in a reverberation
chamber is described by Hill’s transmission formula, which is
derived in [25]. The derivation is based on physical arguments
and power conservation, and the formula is valid when there is
negligible direct coupling and the chamber is large with many
excited modes. We refer to Hill’s formula as the average power
transfer function, and we will use it in the following form:
(6)
where
is a compact way of writing the average of
over all stirrer positions, is the frequency, is velocity of light,
is the chamber volume,
and
are the total

radiation efficiencies including mismatch of the two antennas,
and
is the average mode bandwidth. The latter consists of
four additive contributions due to wall losses, leakage, antennas
in the chamber, and absorbing objects, i.e.,

(7)

according to [25] by substituting

, with

and where
is the chamber volume, the free space wave
impedance,
the area of a conducting surface (such as a
chamber wall) with surface resistance ,
is the leakage
cross section of a narrow slot in the chamber wall, and
is
the average absorption cross section of an absorbing object.
Hill describes in [25] how to calculate
and ; both having
slow frequency variation compared to the explicit frequency
variation in the formulas. Hill’s formula for the effect of the
absorption cross section
has in [29] been validated by
numerically computing it for a lossy cylinder and measuring it
in a reverberation chamber.
The expected average power of the wireless channel reflection contribution
in (1) is given by the same Hill’s formula
(6), except that the average power is a factor of 2 larger, i.e.,
(8)
The reason for the factor two can be explained as follows: If
a mode is strongly excited because the transmitting antenna 1
is in an interference maximum of the mode, it will also be received strongly because the receiving antenna 1 is the same.
Thus, there is a correlation between the transmitting and receiving functions, and this will in average give a factor two
larger received power than if the transmitting and receiving antennas are separate and uncorrelated, according to [30]. In practice the observed factor is smaller than two. We believe this is
caused by the inaccuracies in extracting
from
, which
is more difficult than extracting
from
because the deterministic part is much larger in the former. Also, one antenna
excites fewer modes than two antennas, and thereby
contains a smaller number of independent samples than
.
The measurement procedures for reverberation chambers
make use of the fact that the average power transfer function
is proportional to the total radiation efficiency of the AUT or
antenna on the DUT as shown in (6). However, this is seen
only to be true if the average mode bandwidth contribution
due to the antennas is small compared to the total
. Also, it is very important that the complete average
mode bandwidth
in the reverberation chamber is the same
during calibration and test. The
may be affected by
the DUT itself, in particular if the DUT is large and contains
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lossy materials. Therefore, the best way to ensure the same
is to have the AUT/DUT present inside the reverberation
chamber during calibration with the reference antenna, and to
have the match-terminated reference antenna present inside
the reverberation chamber when making measurements on the
AUT/DUT. However, this requires a separate calibration for
each AUT/DUT so it is quite time-consuming. In practice, such
extensive calibration is only needed when testing physically
large mobile stations [31].
C. Average Mode Bandwidth

and Chamber

We see from (7) that when lossy objects are placed in the reverberation chamber, the average mode bandwidth is dominated
by
that has no explicit frequency variation. It should
be noted that we here in (6) and (8) have expressed the average
transmission or transfer function in terms of the average mode
bandwidth rather than the typical of the modes, which Hill
used in [25]. Note that and
are related by
.
The reason we did this is that the formula for
in (7) is much
more compact than the corresponding formula for , because
the different
contributions are additive, while contributions are not. Also, for specific chambers (at least loaded ones),
the average mode bandwidth will not vary much with frequency,
and therefore the value of
characterizes the chamber better
than over a large frequency band.
Different practical chambers can have very different values
of total
, corresponding to a chamber
of between 30
and several thousand. For active receiver measurements, the
average mode bandwidth can be controlled to give a certain
effect on the performance of the receiver due to the time delay
spread and coherence bandwidth, see the relation between these
quantities and
summarized in Table I. This is important
when measuring active wireless devices, in order to control
whether the fading is frequency-flat or frequency-selective,
which is determined by the coherence bandwidth being larger
than or smaller than the signal bandwidth, respectively, see
[17]. To achieve a purely noise-limited measurement condition;
we must ensure frequency-flat fading. When measuring total
radiated power (TRP), the actual value of the average mode
bandwidth is of less importance, as long as the power sampling
instrument can handle and accurately follow the time spread
signal in a high- cavity. Empirically, it has been shown that
the most commonly used base station simulators exhibit this
feature, which enables TRP measurement for a wide range of
mode bandwidths. For practical reasons, a very narrow average
mode bandwidth (high ) should be avoided to keep the connection between the base station simulator and the DUT stable
throughout the measurement sequence. Some mobile terminals
have a tendency to turn themselves off if they experience a very
rough environment with a large instantaneous mismatch
at
the antenna port.
D. About Practical Measurements and Validity of Hill’s
Formula
In practice, measurement of radiation efficiency is based on
first determining the average power transfer function of the
chamber by calibration. Such a calibration is performed by
using a reference antenna of known radiation efficiency
,

with the AUT present in the chamber and terminated with a load
matched to the system impedance. Thereafter, the reference
antenna is match-terminated in the same way, and the AUT is
connected to the VNA to perform the actual measurement. The
ratio between the average transfer functions of the chamber for
the two cases will be equal to the ratio between the radiation
efficiencies of the reference antenna and the AUT. The radiation efficiency
of the chamber-antenna does not need to
be known, because it will be the same both when measuring
the reference antenna and the AUT. The procedure when measuring TRP and receiver sensitivity of active terminals (DUTs)
is equivalent, with AUT above replaced by DUT.
Hill’s formula is valid as long as many modes are excited and
the direct coupling is negligible. Also, we must ensure that the
performance of the AUT or the DUT is not affected by its closeness to i) the walls of the chamber, ii) the mechanical stirrers,
and iii) objects used to load the chamber. It is clear that the conditions depend very much on the directivity of the AUT and the
antenna on the DUT. However, antennas on wireless devices are
normally small antennas with low directivity (typically smaller
than 3 dB), and then it suffices to require a minimum distance
of half wavelength from any wall (including floor and ceiling)
or stirrer or other object inside the chamber. This is also a commonly used guideline for EMC measurements. This rule does
of course not apply to objects that during measurements are to
be regarded as part of the DUT, such as e.g., when the performance of a cell phone is to be evaluated in talk position relative
to a head phantom.
IV. RELATION

TO

CHANNEL MATRICES
ENVIRONMENTS

OF

REAL-LIFE

Hill’s transmission formula for reverberation chambers is
very fundamental, and it has of course relevance for performance in real-life multipath environments. The most important
is that the performance is determined by the total radiation efficiencies of the antennas, and not their realized gains. This fact
is now quite accepted, although there has not been many studies
to determine under which conditions this is true, i.e., under
which conditions we can regard the rich isotropic multipath
environment as being representative of real-life environments.
It is clear that the statistics of the user helps making real-life
environments resemble rich isotropic environments, [18] and
[32], but more studies are needed to develop guidelines for how
to use the test-results for evaluating performance in real-life
scenarios. The rich isotropic environment is not identical to
any real-life multipath environment, in the same way as the
free space environment produced by anechoic chamber is not
identical to any real-life environment with LOS for directive
antennas. Therefore, guidelines are needed for how to use the
test results. Such guidelines for using test results in anechoic
chambers have already been developed, such as e.g., how high
above ground a radio link antenna must be mounted in order
to avoid interference from ground reflections. Similarly, we
will for wireless devices in multipath need to know guidelines
of how to mount antennas on e.g., laptops in order to avoid
problems if they are used outdoor in non-isotropic multipath
environments. Laptops are special, because they do not change
orientation relative to the vertical axis, which mobile phones
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will do due to user statistics, when used on both sides of the
head.
V. NEW UNCERTAINTY MODEL WITH RICIAN

-FACTOR

The above -parameter description is used to develop a
new uncertainty model of reverberation chambers. The basic
assumption is that we have two random processes contributing
to the average power transfer function, and that both of these
converge to a result that is proportional to the total radiation
efficiency and therefore can be used for measuring efficiency
related quantities. The two processes are:
1. The random NLOS mode stirring process that is known
from earlier work to create a complex Gaussian
contribution to
.
2. The random LOS process caused by the “stirred” direct
coupling, i.e., we will assume that
is a process that is
randomized by changing the AoA of the direct LOS contribution using rotate-able platform and multi-chamber-antenna (i.e., polarization) stirring.
We will herein simply assume that the latter direct coupling
process is:
a) complex Gaussian in the same way as the NLOS stirring
process;
b) a power average that is proportional to the total radiation
efficiency of the AUT independent of the shape of its radiation pattern.
The latter assumption b) is known to be valid if we sample
the radiation pattern of the AUT uniformly distributed over its
surrounding unit sphere during the platform and polarization
stirring. The former assumption a) will be valid if the AUT
is a practical small antenna with irregular far field function,
whereas it is not valid for small antennas with regular or directive far field functions such as incremental electric or magnetic
sources and Huygen’s sources, according to the studies in [18],
[32]. Anyway, the assumptions are physically defendable, and
we will see that the results become quite useful and are able to
model the measurement uncertainties observed in practice.
The above two Gaussian processes are independent, and
therefore we can estimate the total uncertainty in predicting
the transferred power from a variance obtained by adding the
variances associated by each process, according to statistic
theory, which we do in (18) below. Note that the standard
deviation is the square root of the variance around the average.
A. Random NLOS Process: Mechanical Stirring Bandwidth
and Number of Independent Samples
The chamber transfer function in (6) is proportional to the radiation efficiency, independent of which antenna or terminal we
use. This is true only if the mode stirring creates enough independent samples, and if the direct coupling can be neglected.
The
samples are complex Gaussian distributed (for sufficient independent samples). Then, the relative accuracy by
which we can estimate
has a relative standard deviation of [4]
(9)
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is the number of independent samples, which is a
where
frequency-dependent subset of the total number of samples, i.e.,
stirrer positions. This means that we need
for an
accuracy of
, i.e.
. Thus, it is crucial that we can
obtain at least 100 independent samples by the mode stirring.
The number of independent samples is determined primarily
by the number of excited modes, which is related to the mode
density in the chamber, i.e., to the number of modes per MHz.
The mode density is given to good approximation by the classical formula (commonly referred to as Weyle’s formula, see
[8])
(10)
We choose to express the number of excited modes as

(11)
where
is a mechanical mode stirring bandwidth and
is the average mode bandwidth.
is then a measure of
how much the stirrers are able to change the resonance frequencies of the modes in the cavity, not only recombining existing modes with different excitations.
has not yet been
studied in detail, but it is believed to be quite insensitive to
chamber loading and to frequency variations over large frequency ranges, whereas it depends on mode stirring methods
and sequences, mechanical stirrer shapes, and chamber shape
(at least for small chambers). The question is now how the
number of independent samples is related to the number of excited modes. It is clear that it is many times larger than that, and
there are several possible hypothesis such as e.g., that it has a
maximum available value equal to the number of excited plane
waves in the chamber, and this is according to [5] with quite
good accuracy given as eight times the number of modes excited. However, it may even be larger. We use in the present
paper the following simplified formula
(12)
with
equal to the number of plate positions,
the number of independent platform positions, and
the
number of antennas used for the polarization (or multi-probe)
stirring. Thus, the formula does not contain
and thereby
not
because we found that we do not have enough plate
positions for
to represent any bounds, not even at the
low frequencies.
seemed though to be in the order of 4.5
MHz for the RTS chamber and 2.5 MHz for the HP chamber, but
we will return to this in a later paper by a separate and careful
study of this in which
is determined by the value that
makes the theory coincide in least square sense with measured
uncertainties.
The number of platform positions must be bounded by the
correlation distance between neighboring antenna positions.
This should be in the order of 0.5 wavelengths, but we should
even have an effect of the platform when the antenna is located
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at the center of the platform. We model these two effects by
using the following formula

(12b)
which is an extension of the formula introduced in [33], where
and
are functions choosing the minimum and
maximum, respectively, of the two arguments.
is the
number of platform positions, and is the radius of the circle
that the phase center of the AUT follows when the platform
rotates. The factor was varied to see when (12b) gave the best
results, and it turned out to be approximately when
.
Thus, we assume by using (12b) that two platform positions are
independent when the phase center of the antenna has moved
more than
wavelengths , and the number
8 in the formula makes sure that this value cannot be smaller
than 8. Thus, if
, so that the platform stirring corresponds
entirely to a rotation of the antenna and no displacement, there
can still be 8 independent platform positions. This corresponds
to being able to resolve the 8 incident waves of each mode.
The same formula could be applied to the chamber antennas,
but they are mounted far away from each other (in HP chamber)
and have orthogonal orientations (in both HP and RTS chambers), so they can be considered uncorrelated so there is no
bound on
in (12b).
B. Random LOS Process: Approximation of Rician

-Factor

The reverberation chamber can be loaded to emulate multipath propagation environments with different coherence bandwidths, see Table I. The load will reduce the statistic chamber
contribution in (6) whereas the deterministic direct coupling in
(5) will be unaffected (provided the loads are not blocking the
line of sight between the two antennas). Thereby, loading can
be used to emulate a Rician fading distribution of the received
voltage with different -factors.
The amount of direct coupling can therefore very conveniently be quantified by means of the Rician -factor, i.e., the
power of the LOS component relative to the average power
of the statistic chamber contribution. Thus, by using Hill’s
and Friis’ transmission formulas in (6) and (5), respectively,
the Rician -factor becomes (this equation is also derived in
[7] without using Hill’s transmission formula, but in a more
lengthy way than here)
(13)
in which we have used that the realized gains of the chamber
antenna and the DUT are
(14)
respectively, with
and
their directivities in the directions
of each other. , and
in (13) are the same as in (6). Equations (13)–(14) can be used to estimate the -factor if the directivities of the antennas are known, or can be estimated. We
see that increases linearly with the average mode bandwidth

. Thus, the greater the loading, the larger the Rician -factor
becomes.
We consider here only the case when direct coupling is undesirable, and therefore we want to reduce
and
. Then,
the chamber antenna should be a low gain antenna, or it can be
pointed towards a wall or corner of the chamber, or towards a
mechanical stirrer. Furthermore, the reference antenna for calibration, the AUT and the antenna of the DUT should be small
antennas with low directivities as well. The maximum theoretical directivity of a small antenna is 4.8 dBi [34], achievable
with a Huygen’s source.
C. Random LOS Process: Evaluation of Average
and Stirring Using Multiple AoA

-Factor,

By studying direct coupling using (13) in a reverberation
chamber with low-gain antennas, it was found that the -factor
varies with frequency, as well as position and orientation of the
AUT on the rotate-able platform. This is natural because the
AUT and the chamber antenna will change their mutual orientation. The direct LOS coupling will change with platform position. Therefore, it is relevant to characterize the direct coupling
in terms of an average -factor, considering an arbitrary location of the AUT or DUT in the chamber. Such average can
be estimated using average values of
,
and
. The average -factor can also easily be determined from the measured
during calibration of the chamber, as explained in detail in
[35]. Such evaluation of the average -factor has been done for
several different loadings and will be presented in Section VII.
We have initially in the beginning of Section V assumed that
the random LOS process caused by platform and polarization
stirring is Gaussian. Therefore, the uncertainty by which we can
estimate the average power level of the random LOS contribution, is
(15)
where

is the number of independent samples of all
platform and chamber antenna samples. We have investigated if the number of platform positions in (16) has similar
bounds as for the NLOS component in (12b), but we were not
able to observe such bounds for the choice of parameter variations in our measurements. The best agreement with measured
uncertainties was obtained when
(16)
where
is the number of independent chamber antennas
for the LOS case, i.e.,
for HP chamber
for RTS chamber

(17)

when the chamber antennas are separated
so much that the AoA to the AUT is considerably different for
each chamber antenna. The three chamber antennas are located
on orthogonal walls in the HP chamber, so the number is three,
whereas they are co-located in the RTS chamber so that the AoA
is the same for all chamber antennas, and thus there is only one
independent LOS chamber antenna case. We have in Fig. 9 included results showing that the chamber antennas actually do
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not stir the LOS contribution in the RTS chamber, but the uncertainty of the RTS chamber is still better than the HP chamber.
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over all stirrer positions as before. If the antenna is lossless, the total radiation efficiency is equal to the mismatch factor
which can be computed from the measured
using (2) and

D. Combined Measurement Uncertainty Formula
The combined measurement uncertainty is now a result of
combining the uncertainties of the two independent Gaussian
processes, the random NLOS process and the random LOS
process, according to the discussion in the beginning of
Section V. This can be done using basic statistical theory,
and gives by using (9) and (15) a combined relative standard
deviation (STD) of
(18)
In the present paper, the STD
averaging the dB values of (

is presented in dB scale by
) and (
), i.e.,

(21)
We can also use the value for the free space -parameter measured e.g., in an anechoic chamber in order to determine
.
This is advantageous because reflection-type -parameters can
be measured more accurately in an anechoic chamber than
extracting them from measurements in reverberation chamber
using (2).
The mismatch of the chamber antennas is not removed by
calibration in (20), because this will be present in the same way
also during measurements. However, in order to compute the
average mode bandwidth accurately we need to correct for it,
and define a net average power transfer function by
(22)

(19)
The agreement with evaluated standard deviations for a practical chamber in Section VII shows that (18) is valid and useful.

When we use three (generally
) chamber antennas, they
may be a bit different, and we can compute an average net reference transfer function from

VI. PROCEDURE FOR CALIBRATION AND ASSESSMENT OF
UNCERTAINTY OF SPECIFIC CHAMBER
The purpose of calibrating a reverberation chamber is to obtain a reference value for the average power transfer function.
This is normally done by the measurement set-up in Fig. 2 using
a VNA. The reference antenna must have known total radiation efficiency, and it should be non-directive in order to be as
similar as possible to the small antennas used in wireless devices. We will here use a wideband disk-cone antenna provided
by Bluetest AB. The disk-cone has, when it is oriented vertically, vertical polarization and omnidirectional radiation in the
horizontal plane. The reflection coefficient
of the disk-cone
used here was better than
between 0.6 and 7 GHz when
measured in free space.
A. How to Determine Reference Transfer Function (

)

The reference transfer function of a reverberation chamber
is the power transfer function averaged over a full stirring sequence, and it is used as a reference for all passive (efficiency,
diversity gain, MIMO capacity) and active (TRP, receiver sensitivity, throughput) measurements, in order to account for the average path loss in the chamber between the ports of the transmit
antenna and the ports of the receive antenna. The reference
transfer function is calculated from the measured -parameters
of the chamber by using
(20)
where
is the total radiation efficiency of the reference antenna, and
is a compact way of writing the average of

(23)
It is important to be aware that we during calibration and passive
measurements have access to complex -parameters, which we
do not have during active measurements. Therefore, we cannot
make advanced processing of the -parameters in order to produce a better reference level. We may e.g., not remove the direct
coupling from the reference transfer function by using (4).

B. How to Determine Theoretical Uncertainty
We need to determine the average Rician -factor in order to
use the new theoretical model for the uncertainty given by (18).
We may also need to determine the average mode bandwidth
if we introduce the bounds on
given by (11), but as
discussed there this has not been used in the present paper.
The average Rician -factor is readily from a calibration
measurement as explained in [35]. We will compute it in that
way. It is also possible to estimate it using (13) if there is LOS
between the antennas.
Mode bandwidth is defined as the bandwidth over which the
excited power in a particular cavity mode with resonance frequency
is larger than half the excited power at . The average mode bandwidth
is the average of the mode bandwidths of all the modes excited at a certain frequency , and it
is related to the reference transfer function by (6). This means
that it can be used as a measure of the attenuation through the
chamber.
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The average mode bandwidth can be calculated from (6) as
expressed in [35], i.e., from

(24)
the inner volume of the
where is the speed of light,
chamber cavity,
the test frequency, and
the net
reference transfer function of the chamber in either (22) or (23).
The average mode bandwidth can alternatively be determined
from the coherence bandwidth in (26).
C. Procedure for Assessment of Uncertainty
The uncertainty can be assessed by repeating the calibration
procedure several times for different positions and orientations
of the reference antenna inside the reverberation chamber. We
will here locate the reference antenna at three different heights
on the rotate-able platform, and we will orient it in three directions, i.e., vertically, horizontally and at 45 deg relative to
the vertical. (The orthogonal horizontal polarization is automatically covered by the rotating platform, so that a horizontally polarized reference antenna actually will have different polarizations at all platform positions.) Thereby, we will make in total
9 calibrations to assess the measurement uncertainty, and each
calibration will give a reference transfer function according to
(20). We will compute the standard deviation of the 9 reference transfer functions relative to the average of them, where
the average is a good estimate of the expected true value. The
number 9 is chosen as a compromise between acquisition time
and uncertainty of the STD estimate. The relative uncertainty
by which we can estimate the STD is only 1/3 if we have 9
independent measurement sequences. However, we will also
smoothen the square of the STD over 50 MHz, and this will
improve the uncertainty because the measurements at frequencies separated by more than the coherence bandwidth (i.e., the
average mode bandwidth) can be regarded as uncorrelated, and
thus independent. Therefore, we will for load0 and load1 cases
improve the uncertainty by a factor of the square root of 25,
i.e., 5. The number 25 is explained by taking the 50 MHz divided by a coherence bandwidth of about 2 MHz according to
Fig. 4. Thus, the total uncertainty of the estimation of STD will
be about
, and we will be satisfied with this.
D. Polarization Imbalance – A Systematic Uncertainty
The -factor will represent a systematic error in the results,
but the effect of it can be reduced by polarization or platform
stirring as seen from the uncertainty formula. There may also
be a systematic error if only either TE- or TM chamber modes
are excited in the chamber. Both an unstirred -factor and an
unstirred systematic mode excitation error may cause a polarization imbalance, i.e., that the average power transfer function
depends on the orientation of a linearly polarized antenna inside
the chamber. The latter mode excitation error may appear if the
chamber and its mechanical stirrers are too regularly shaped,
i.e., too rectangular, so that TE- and TM-modes do not mix when
stirred. Such polarization imbalance will be removed by polarization stirring using several orthogonal chamber antennas [22].

Fig. 4. Average mode bandwidths and coherence bandwidths (upper graph) of
both HP and RTS Bluetest chambers, and RMS delay spreads (lower graph) of
the HP chamber, for the three different loads defined in Table II. The inserted
photo shows the load2 configuration with a head phantom and three lossy cylinders along three orthogonal corners between walls. The RMS delay spread is
by using a wideband FFT. Therefore,
computed from the frequency data of
there are missing frequency points at the beginning and end of the delay spread
curves. The RMS delay spread results were produced only from HP chamber
data for which we had closer frequency points.

The polarization imbalance can be quantified in the following
way based on several measurements of vertically and horizontally polarized antennas in the chamber. We consider 3 orthogonal polarizations of the reference antenna, i.e.,
,
2, 3. For each of these polarizations we measure the average
power transfer function
times. We create a reference level
by averaging over all 3 polarizations, and then the polarization
imbalance of each polarization
with respect to this reference level becomes

(25)

where
is the average power transfer function for several
measurements of each polarization of the reference antenna in
different positions, respectively.
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E. How to Determine Coherence Bandwidth
For measurements of throughput and receiver sensitivity the
coherence bandwidth is of interest, because system performance
is affected by coherence bandwidth and time delay spread.
It is physically obvious that the average mode bandwidth
must be proportional to the coherence bandwidth inside the
chamber, and in [19] it is shown that they actually are equal
if the coherence bandwidth is defined as the bandwidth over
which the complex correlation function has decreased from 1
to 0.5, i.e., then
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TABLE II
DEFINITION OF CHAMBER, STIRRING SEQUENCES AND LOADS. THE PVC
CYLINDERS WERE FILLED WITH MICROWAVE ABSORBERS CUT IN SMALL
PIECES AND PRESSED MANUALLY INTO THE CYLINDERS

(26)
The average RMS delay spread is in the reverberation
chamber related to the coherence bandwidth by[19]
(27)
Alternatively, the coherence bandwidth can be determined
from the complex autocorrelation function (see e.g., [36] for the
relation between envelop correlation function and complex correlation function), i.e.,
(28)
where the averaging is taken over all stirrer positions. (We can
get a more clear (unique) correlation function by evaluating
it for each chamber antenna and platform position using the
statistic chamber contribution
.) The coherence bandwidth
is the half bandwidth at which the value of the complex autocorrelation function is 0.5.
F. Power-Delay-Profile
The time domain behavior of a signal propagating within the
chamber is described by the power delay profile (PDP). It shows
the power amplitude at the receiver as a function of time for
a transmitted pulse, and is commonly used to characterize real
multipath environments. The PDP is normally considered to be
the average delay profile over a certain amount of time, which
in the reverberation chamber corresponds to the average delay
profile over a complete stirring sequence. The PDP is important
for determining how digital receivers of modern wireless systems will perform in a specific environment.
PDP’s are normally measured by synthesized pulsing, i.e., the
frequency response of the chamber is measured over a certain
bandwidth and then inverse-Fourier transformed to achieve the
time response. The data from a calibration measurement can
with advantage be used for this, if the data for each sweep have
been saved during the measurement process. More details about
calculating PDP’s from the chamber -parameters are found in
[19]. This is much easier than to determine it from actual time
delay measurements.
The PDP in reverberation chambers are normally exponentially shaped, with a high number of incoming signals, i.e., a rich
scattering environment. Since the shape of the PDP is supposed
to be very similar from chamber to chamber, there are simpler

parameters to use for describing the time domain behavior, e.g.,
the RMS delay spread in Fig. 4.
VII. RESULTS FOR CHAMBERS IN SECTION II
We will here present results for the Bluetest HP and RTS
chambers described in Section II. The RTS chamber is a modified HP chamber, done as part of the present study.
The first modification of the chamber addressed the stirred
volume of the plate stirrers, and the premise that the number of
independent samples increases if the stirred volume increases.
This should increase
in the model in (11). Thus, the width
of the metallic plates was increased; the dimensions are given
in Section II. The stirred volume in the traditional chamber is
13.8% of the total chamber volume, whereas the chamber with
improved stirring configuration has a stirred volume of 22.4%
of the total chamber volume. We have already mentioned after
(12) that we observed an improvement in
, but this is not
so significant for the results presented because we need more
plate positions. Therefore, we will leave the study of
for
a future paper.
The second modification addressed the premise that the
-factor affects the accuracy of the measurements. In order
to decrease this parameter further, the chamber antennas were
removed from the walls and placed on three orthogonal sides
of a metal cube that was located on a vertical PVC support
tube standing on the chamber floor behind a shielding plate.
This completely removes the LOS contribution between the
transmitting and the receiving antennas, but there may still be
some diffraction contribution above the edge of the shield or
reflection via the closest wall.
The stirring sequences and chamber loads are defined in
Table II. The -parameters of the chamber were measured with
a frequency step of 1 MHz between 500 MHz and 3 GHz. For
the RTS chamber we used 2 MHz frequency step.
Fig. 4 shows computed results for the average mode bandwidth
using (24), coherence bandwidth
using
(28), and average delay spread as explained in Section VI.F, for
the four different loads. The curves for both
and
were smoothened by averaging over a 20 MHz window before
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Fig. 5. Average Rician -factor (upper) and polarization balance (lower) calculated as described in the text from measured -parameters from Bluetest HP
reverberation chamber (left) and RTS60 reverberation chamber (right). The solid curves in the -factor graphs are calculated directly from (17), whereas the
case, and scaling it by the factors
and
for the
dotted curves are calculated by using the average -factor for the
and
cases, respectively, by using their proportionality to average mode bandwidth in (13). The polarization balance is for the
case.

Fig. 6. Standard deviations of the Bluetest HP chamber (upper graphs) and RTS chamber (lower graphs) calculated from nine calibration measurements of the
average power transfer function (solid line), and for comparison theoretical curves (dotted lines) calculated from the above formulas using the measured average
-factors in Fig. 4. The left graphs are without and the right graphs with platform and polarization stirring, as given by the values of
and
.
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Fig. 7. Standard deviations of the Bluetest HP chamber (upper graphs) and RTS chamber (lower graphs) calculated from nine calibration measurements of the
average power transfer function (solid line), and for comparison theoretical curves (dotted lines) calculated from the above formulas using the measured average
-factors in Fig. 4. The graphs show variation of STD with different number of platform positions (left graphs), number of chamber antennas (middle graphs),
and number of plate positions (right graphs). The numbers of positions of the two other stirring methods (that are not varied within a graph) have their maximum
values.

they were plotted. We see that the average mode bandwidth and
the coherence bandwidth are nearly equal in size. The
s of
the two chambers are very similar.
The average Rician -factor was determined for both chambers as explained in [35], and an additional averaging over the 9
calibration cases. The -factor still varied a lot with frequency,
so therefore we smoothened it over a floating 20 MHz window
before plotting, for clarity. It is presented in Fig. 5 for the three
different loads. We see that the -factor increases strongly with
the loading as expected, and that it is much lower for the new
RTS chamber than the old HP chamber, as a result of the improvements. The dotted curves show average -factors calculated from the -factor for the load0 case by using the proportionality with the average mode bandwidth
in (13). We see
that clearly this proportionality is present in the HP chamber that
has a clear LOS between the chamber antennas and the AUT,
but not in the RTS chamber where the chamber antennas have
been hidden behind a shield. The same figure shows the polarization imbalance. We see that it is small over the whole frequency range, mainly due to the polarization stirring, and also
that it is significantly better for the new RTS chamber. There is
no systematic difference between the results for the three orientations of the reference antenna.
A. Uncertainty for Stepwise Stirring
The total measurement uncertainties for both chambers are
plotted side-by-side in Fig. 6, for different parameter variations
of the stirrers, i.e., number of plate, platform and chamber
antennas, and for the three loads. The solid lines show standard
deviations calculated from nine calibration measurements of
the average transfer function by using the average of these nine

measurements as the correct value, as explained in Section VI.
The final standard deviation was smoothed over 20 MHz before
being plotted. For comparison, we show theoretical curves
as dotted lines. These have been calculated as explained in
Section VI using the measured average -factors in Fig. 4.
We see that the theoretical STD curves describe the main
characteristics of the measured STDs very well, from only
knowledge of the average -factor and mechanical parameters
of the stirring. The upper and lower graphs show cases without
and with platform and polarization stirring, respectively. We
see very clearly from the results that the platform and polarization stirrings have very strong effect on the uncertainties, and
are the most important of all the stirring methods to achieve
good accuracy. We also see that the empty chamber, and the
chamber loaded with a head phantom (load1) give much better
accuracy than the other more heavily loaded cases.
Fig. 7 shows how sensitive the STD is to decreasing the
number of platform positions, chamber antennas, and plate
positions. These curves were obtained from the measured data
samples by selecting every second, third or fourth of the collected samples. We see that in all cases the agreement between
theory and measurements are very good, in particular for the
cases with many stirrer positions and for small loads.
The uncertainties of the two chambers are compared in the
same graphs in Fig. 8, for all three loads. The improvement of
the improved RTS chamber is clearly observed.
To address the effect of the co-located chamber antenna on
in (17), and therefore on the uncertainty of the RTS
chamber, we plot in Fig. 9 the theoretical curves obtained by
using
, to be compared with the lower right graph
in Fig. 6. We see that the theoretical curves obtained by using
shows much better agreement with the measured
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Fig. 9. The STDs of the RTS chamber (solid line) and the “wrong” theoretical
instead of 1.
curves (dotted lines) calculated using (19) but with

Fig. 8. The STD calculated from 9 calibration measurements for the original
Bluetest HP reverberation chamber (dotted lines) and the improved RTS
chamber (solid lines), both by using a stepwise stirring as explained in the text.
Note that for fair comparison, we used 25 plate positions for both chambers
even if we had data for 50 plate positions available for the HP chamber- The
number of platform positions is 20, and the number of chamber antennas is 3.

curves than the theoretical curves in Fig. 9. This confirms our
physical LOS stirring hypothesis also for the RTS case.
B. Uncertainty for Continuous Stirring
We also performed the nine calibration measurements by
using continuous stirring, which is much faster.
The results of these can be studied in Fig. 10, both for the HP
and RTS chambers. We see in this case a more clear improvement of the RTS chamber compared to the original HP chamber.
The Fig. shows that the mean STD has decreased to between 0.2
and 0.3 dB over the entire frequency range of interest. It can also
be seen that the statistical fluctuations have decreased, and that

Fig. 10. The STD calculated from 9 calibration measurements for the HP
chamber (upper) and the improved RTS chamber (lower), both by using fast
continuous stirring. The red curve shows the STD smoothened over a 50 MHz
bandwidth.

there are no peaks above 0.5 dB. The reason for this may be that
the continuous stirring is asynchronous, so that the mechanical
stirrers may pass through more independent positions than in
the discrete stirring case.
Table III shows a comparison of the STD between the original
chamber and the improved one with the new stirring configuration. The maximum STD in a given frequency interval is also
given. The table shows clearly the improvement of the measurement accuracy by improving the chamber.
The STD could be reduced even more, because at high frequency it is limited by the number of collected samples. However, to gather more samples the measurement time will increase, and therefore it is not motivated.
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TABLE III
MAXIMUM MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION IN DIFFERENT FREQUENCY
INTERVALS FOR THE REVERBERATION CHAMBER DESCRIBED IN SECTION II
(BLUETEST HP CHAMBER) AND THE SAME WITH IMPROVED STIRRING
CONFIGURATION (RTS60 CHAMBER)
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petals as well as the losses in the 180 hybrid. We see from
Fig. 11 that the efficiencies measured in anechoic chambers and
in reverberation chambers are in very good agreement. To examine the discrepancy we calculated the STD of the difference
between the efficiencies measured in each of the reverberation
chambers and that measured in the anechoic chamber (AC). The
STD of the efficiency difference between AC and RTS chamber
is 0.35 dB and the STD between the AC and HP chamber is
0.38 dB. The expected value will depend on the uncertainty of
the anechoic chamber, which is claimed to be 0.2 dB [39]. We
also have to consider that the uncertainty of the reverberation
chamber results is a factor
larger than the level of 0.2
dB read from Fig. 8(b), because we have the same error associated with predicting both the reference level and the AUT level.
If we add all these errors together as independent contributions
we get a value of
which is very close
to the actual measured deviation between AC and reverberation
chambers.
IX. CONCLUSION

Fig. 11. Embedded radiation efficiency at the differential port of 180 (lossy)
hybrid connecting to one petal of Eleven antenna.

VIII. EXAMPLE
To illustrate the general study of uncertainty and the improvement of the RTS chamber, we measured the efficiency of a wideband log-periodic folded dipole array, the so-called eleven antenna described in [38] and designed for the frequency range
2–13 GHz. The measurements were first done in the anechoic
chamber (AC) at Technical University of Denmark (DTU), and
in the HP chamber at Chalmers, from 2 to 8 GHz as explained
in [39], and thereafter for the purpose of the present paper we
performed measurements also in the RTS chamber. In the reverberation chamber measurements we generated a reference
level using a single frequency scan with the same disk-cone antenna used for the uncertainty study in Section VII. The average
reference power level as well as the average power level with
the eleven antenna were post-processed with 20-MHz frequency
stirring. We gathered 600 samples per frequency, i.e., 20 platform positions, 10 plate positions (with the two plate moving simultaneously), and 3 chamber antennas, and the chambers were
loaded with a head phantom, i.e., load1 case. The efficiency of
the disk-cone reference antennas was achieved by measuring
the losses of a cable equally long as the feeding cable built into
it, and by using a mismatch factor obtained from measuring the
free space
. In the anechoic chamber measurements a standard gain horn was used, and the efficiency was found as the
ratio between the realized gain and the directivity.
The results in Fig. 11 show the embedded radiation efficiency
measured at the differential port of the 180 hybrid connecting
to one petal of the eleven antenna (see [39, Fig. 2]). Thus, this efficiency is low because it includes the effect of the so-called decoupling efficiency [40] between two opposing eleven antenna

We have reformulated the transmission function through a reverberation chamber in a way that makes it easily recognizable
for wireless propagation and system specialists. In this reformulation Friis’ transmission formula describes the direct coupling
between the transmitting and receiving antennas, corresponding
to a LOS component, and Hill’s transmission formula for reverberation chambers describes the averaged received power, corresponding to a multipath or NLOS contribution.
This new channel formulation has been used to derive a new
expression for the uncertainty of efficiency-related measurements, such as radiation efficiency, total radiated power (TRP),
total isotropic sensitivity (TIS) and throughput data rate. The
main parameter of this uncertainty formula is the average
-factor of the chamber. This depends on the directivities of
the fixed chamber antennas and their direct coupling to the
AUT or DUT, but also on the loading of the chamber. It is
shown to actually scale with the average mode bandwidth.
The effect of the average -factor can be strongly reduced by
platform stirring and polarization (multi-probe) stirring. The
STD contribution from the average -factor is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of chamber antennas
and platform positions.
The scaling of the -factor with average mode bandwidth
is also known from previous research [7]. However, we have
found this not to be true for the RTS chamber where there is no
LOS between the chamber antennas and the AUT. Still, even if
there is no direct LOS, the -factor model is shown to be valid
and very useful for describing the uncertainty that is given by
the same formulas as for the HP chamber having a LOS.
The investigations have resulted in an improvement of the
stirring methods of the Bluetest reverberation chambers that was
implemented in the new generation of RTS chambers. The main
improvement was achieved by reducing the average -factor by
a factor between 0.5 and 0.7 by moving the chamber antennas
behind a shield. The final STD of an unloaded chamber is below
0.2 dB over a significant part of the frequency band, and below
0.5 dB from approximately 550 MHz, in spite of the fact that
the chamber is quite small with size 1.8 m 1.7 m 1.2 m.
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The results show that after shielding of the direct LOS there
is still is a small -factor present in the RTS chamber. This
may be caused by an unstirred field component in the form of
a dominant mode, a major diffraction or reflection contribution,
or similar. Anyway, the achieved uncertainty is still described
very accurately by the average -factor using the introduced
uncertainty model. We have also shown that the co-location of
the three chamber antennas of the RTS chamber causes that
they have no effect on the stirring of the -factor (apparent
LOS component) Still, the RTS chamber is better than the HP
chamber because of the shielding of direct LOS and the effective mode stirring of the NLOS chamber contribution.
The paper has introduced mechanical stirring bandwidth
characterizing plate type stirrers, and a correlation distance of
0.35 wavelengths between uncorrelated samples of an antenna
that is moved by platform stirring. The mechanical stirring
bandwidth is at the end so large that it does not represent any
bound on the number of independent plate positions, even
though some additional studies not reported in the present
paper indicate that it improved from around 2.5 MHz in the HP
chamber to 4.5 MHz in the RTS chamber. This has to be studied
more carefully later using more plate and platform positions.
The details of the new uncertainty model are tailored to the
Bluetest chambers, but the ideas behind them are physical and
general. Later, it would be interesting to go further down in frequency to determine the lowest frequency of operation, and to
determine how high up in frequency the uncertainty models will
work. Also, the two plate stirrers in the Bluetest are moved simultaneously to their positions. It would be interesting to see
how the uncertainty improves if we move them independently
to reach more combinations of positions. This could be a fact
that can explain the better performance of the continuous stirring, because then the two plates are not moving in a synchronized way.
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